A Controls Solution that You Control
Future-proof Controls

BENEFITS

Sometimes you need the flexibility to implement a solution that fits
your needs now but can grow into something more in the future.
Autani gets this, so we provide a variety of controls solutions that
suit your current needs and easily upgrade to a more robust system
when you need it.

• Fully wireless controls system
• Seamlessly upgrades to a managed
solution
• Local sensors and switches can
be associated with building-wide
networks
• Simple setup—no complex
commissioning needed
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Features

Autani WRC

Wattstopper DLM

Acuity nLight

True stand-alone system for room control
Fast and easy installation
Simple, intuitive set up
Easy-to-use controls
Affordable scalability
Adaptable to other 3rd party devices
Multiple switching options
Truly wireless peripheral devices
Easy integration into BACnet
and BMS systems*
Seamlessly upgrades to a managed system
* When used with the Autani Manager

Simple, Wireless Controls

A Flexible Solution

Autani’s stand-alone controls solution delivers an easy
way to manage energy use and curb utility costs. The
system consists of self-powered wireless switches, selfpowered wireless motion and light level sensors, and
Autani’s WRC wireless relay controller. As a completely
wireless solution with switches and sensors that don’t
require batteries, Autani’s stand-alone controls solution
is easy to install and requires virtually no maintenance.

Autani’s energy management system offers the flexibility
you need to customize a solution to your specifications.
Each WRC controls up to 4 separate circuits, providing
2 zones of switching and 2 zones of dimming. Switches
and sensors are available in wireless and wired versions.
When you need it, Autani’s stand-alone solution easily
upgrades to a managed solution, providing more
opportunities to optimize energy management and
create automatic savings.

The Easy Choice
Commissioning Autani’s stand-alone solution is done
in 5 easy steps… compared to the 32 steps some of
our competitors’ “solutions” require. You can quickly
commission your system using a simple rocker switch—
no fancy gadgets are needed and you won’t have to stand
on a ladder with your head in a ceiling trying to click a
small button while hoping to avoid getting zapped. And
with Autani, it’s easy to adjust settings even after your
system is commissioned.

Ready to Save? Contact Autani
For more information on how Autani’s innovative
energy management products can help your facility
save money, email info@autani.com, call 443.320.2233
or visit our website at www.autani.com.

